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The 2015 hurricane season just entered its 2nd, and most
active, half September 1, 2015. By definition, the Atlantic
hurricane season starts on June 1st and ends November
30th. The 2015 Accumulated Cyclone Energy (ACE) value,
for the 2015 Atlantic hurricane season, was projected at
30% - 35% below average prior to the hurricane season.
The ACE index recently re-projected, its 2015 Atlantic
hurricane activity, to 40% below average.

Accumulated Cyclone Energy (ACE) is a measure used by the National Oceanic & Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) in determining total wind energy of an individual cyclone of entire cyclone
season. The measure includes wind speed over the duration of the storm or storm season. Although
the Atlantic Ocean and Pacific Ocean experience comparable tropical cyclone activity, the potential for
property damage along the East Coast and Gulf Coast is much greater than the potential for damage on
the West Coast. This is due to the natural projected path of hurricanes in the northern hemisphere
(west-northwest track) and the warm water temperatures associated with the Gulf Stream.

Regardless of the ACE index, ‘it only takes one’
hurricane or tropical storm to inflict havoc and cause
considerable property damage and financial losses to
commercial real estate owners. The property owneroperator’s short & long-term preparation is clearly a
factor in the mitigation of the potential damages and
costs associated with seasonal cyclone activity.
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IT’S ALL ABOUT THE STORM SURGE

The hurricane’s predominant, and most costly
impact, to commercial properties situated in coastal
areas, is flooding due to the storm surge. Although
building envelope damage can be extensive with

major hurricane force winds (category 3 - 5),
wind-related damage, to the building structure
itself, for most tropical storms would generally
occur in commercial buildings of inadequate design or
poor construction.
The natural forces of a hurricane result in pressure driven and wind driven water surge. The (lower right
corner) of the illustration above depicts the ‘upward lifting pressure’, associated with the hurricane
system, as well as the lateral wind driven forces associated with the hurricane’s forward motion and
circular bands of wind. As the water is pushed towards the land, it ‘piles up’, due to the decreasing
depth of the ocean floor, creating a storm surge. This natural phenomena can result in a storm surge of
15 feet and greater. A significant 15 foot storm surge, coinciding with a 2 foot normal high tide and 10
foot waves, would translate to a combined 27 foot wall of water at landfall.
The adoption of modern building codes, such as the International Building Code (IBC) 2006 & National
Fire Protection Association (NFPA) Building Construction & Safety Code 5000, include up-to-date design
& construction that is consistent with the National Flood Insurance Program. Buildings built to these
specifications are more likely to perform better as it relates to property damage incurred during tropical
cyclone activity. Owners considering renovations to their buildings should consider upgrading to these
standards. Critical facilities should consider building construction means that exceed these standards.
Non-structural damage, due to storm surge and flooding, can be devastating and typically includes
damaged or destroyed interior drywall and insulation, flooring, ceiling, carpets, electrical systems, HVAC
systems, office equipment and furniture. Fungal growth (mold) and contamination becomes a secondary
health risk following the initial flooding. Biological contamination can also occur as a result of water
impacted by sewage.
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Do You Understand the Details of the Property’s Insurance Policy,

Coverages

|

Limits

|

Deductibles

|

Exclusions

If Your Property Incurs Wind and / or Water Damage During a Hurricane?

Hurricane Insurance
Considerations

Water Damage Exclusion
Insurance Claim Deductible
Fixed $ vs. % of Loss
“Anti-Concurrent Causation”
Clause
Allocation of Wind & Flood
Damage Between Respective
Insurance Providers

National Flood Insurance Program - Hurricanes often cause both wind and flood damage to property.
However, flood insurance coverage is a separate (single risk) insurance policy obtained through the
National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) which is managed by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA). Commercial real estate owners obtain a separate flood insurance policy, through this
federal program, with assistance from their insurance consultant, agent or carrier. The policies are either
issued by FEMA directly or by private insurance companies through the Write Your Own (WYO) program.
There is typically a 30-day waiting period for new flood policies so it would be prudent to obtain and verify
the specifics of your policy prior to a hurricane headed towards the property.
Wind vs. Flood Damage: Does it matter if the water damage is through the roof or façade after the building
envelope was initially damaged and compromised by hurricane force winds? What if the water damage is
due to the surge of the storm with minimal wind damage or rain entering the building? If the property
insurance policy and flood policy is provided by two separate entities, how do the respective adjusters settle
the claim should the property incur damages associated with both cyclone winds and storm surge flooding?
Is the insurance deductible determined as a fixed $ amount or as a percentage of the property’s damages?
These are reasonable questions property owners | operators should discuss with their insurance partner.
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In addition, the property owner should be aware of other insurance policy exclusions, limits and clauses in
order to understand the appropriate balance of insurance cost vs. risk of property damage.
The Anti-Concurrent Causation (ACC) Clause pertains to property damage caused by both wind and
water during the same event, e.g., tropical storm or hurricane. The clause may result in ‘removal’ of

coverage for certain water damages, e.g., storm tidal surge, dependent upon the insurance policy provisions
in place at the property. Insurance regulations also vary, from state to state, adding to the challenges of
understanding weather related insurance costs and risks.

U.S. Department of Labor:

A property Disaster Preparedness Plan is a key element in

“Forty Percent of Businesses

planning for a natural disaster. This plan can also help the

Shut Down After a Disaster.

building owner understand the insurance needed to manage

Will Yours Survive?”

risk against the costs associated with pursuing preventive

December 11, 2011.

building upgrades & redundancy accommodations.

In accordance with the International Organization for Standards (ISO), hurricanes and tropical storms caused
$159 billion in insured losses (in 2013 dollars) in the United States from 1994 to 2013. Experts have
estimated Hurricane Sandy caused $50 Billion in property and economic damage of which $22 Billion is
insured. In order to limit exposure to these losses, insurance companies are providing insurance policies with
percentage deductibles in lieu of fixed dollar deductibles. The result is the property owner’s deductible
increasing proportionately with the total claim. Understanding the relationship between potential stormrelated damage costs and insurance policy deductibles is essential.

